ABSTRACT: The metabotropic glutamate (mGlu) receptors and, in particular, mGlu5 are crucially involved in multiple forms of synaptic plasticity that are believed to underlie explicit memory. MGlu5 is also required for information transfer through neuronal oscillations and for spatial memory. Furthermore, mGlu5 is involved in extinction of implicit forms of learning. This places this receptor in a unique position with regard to information encoding. Here, we explored the role of this receptor in context-dependent extinction learning under constant, or changed, contextual conditions. Animals were trained over 3 days to take a left turn under 25% reward probability in a T-maze with a distinct floor pattern (Context A). On Day 4, they experienced either a floor pattern change (Context B) or the same floor pattern (Context A) in the absence of reward. After acquisition of the task, the animals were returned to the maze once more on Day 5 (Context A, no reward). Treatment with the mGlu5 antagonist, 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl) pyridine, before maze exposure on Day 4 completely inhibited extinction learning in the AAA paradigm but had no effect in the ABA paradigm. A subsequent return to the original context (A, on Day 5) revealed successful extinction in the AAA paradigm, but impairment of extinction in the ABA paradigm. These data support that although extinction learning in a new context is unaffected by mGlu5 antagonism, extinction of the consolidated context is impaired. This suggests that mGlu5 is intrinsically involved in enabling learning that once-relevant information is no longer valid.
INTRODUCTION
The Group I metabotropic glutamate (mGlu) receptor, mGlu5, plays a pivotal role in multiple aspects of hippocampal function: it mediates hippocampus-dependent short-and long-term spatial memory (Balschun and Wetzel, 2002; Naie and Manahan-Vaughan, 2004; Balschun et al., 2006) and is a key factor in diseases that affect cognition and memory such as fragile X syndrome (D€ olen and Bear, 2008) . Accordingly, dendritic protein synthesis is triggered by mGlu5 (Huber et al., 2001) , suggesting that it is intrinsically involved in synaptic restructuring that underlies long-term memory. On a physiological level, mGlu5 enables long-term stability of place fields (Zhang and Manahan-Vaughan, 2014) , learning-facilitated synaptic plasticity (Popkirov and Manahan-Vaughan, 2011) , long-term potentiation (LTP) (Naie and Manahan-Vaughan, 2004) , and long-term depression (LTD) (Popkirov and ManahanVaughan, 2011) . It also mediates hippocampal neuronal oscillations that enable information transfer within the hippocampus (Bikbaev et al., 2008) . However, the involvement of mGlu5 in memory-related processes is not restricted to explicit learning and memory: mGlu5 is also intrinsically involved in the acquisition of conditioned fear (Handford et al., 2014) , conditioned reinforcement (O'Connor et al., 2010) , and conditional emotional responses (George et al., 2009) .
Aside from the explicit necessity to learn and retain new experiences and information, a key element to efficient cognitive functioning and survival is the ability to learn that information that was once relevant is no longer so. In effect, the original memory, or moreover the behavior that was associated with this memory must be suppressed, a process known as extinction learning. In terms of extinction of implicit memory, it has been reported that transgenic mice that lack mGlu5 exhibit impaired extinction of conditioned place preference to cocaine (Bird et al., 2014) and impaired extinction of operant responses (Chesworth et al., 2013) . Furthermore, mGlu5 antagonists impair extinction of conditioned taste aversion (Simonyi et al., 2009) .
Within the hippocampus, the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) (Morgado-Bernal, 2011 ) and mGlu5 receptor (Mukherjee and Manahan-Vaughan, 2013) comprise pivotal molecular components for the encoding of learning and memory, and a role for the hippocampus in extinction has been reported. Thus, the hippocampus is involved in the processing and retrieval of context both during extinction learning and recall of extinction in a fear context (Hobin et al., 2006) , in appetitive extinction learning (Jarrard et al., 1986; Good and Honey, 1991; Chan et al., 2003) , and under conditions of associative learning (Lissek et al., 2013) . Hippocampal activity in extinction may be context-dependent (Kalisch et al., 2006) , and the hippocampus may be specifically involved in the encoding of an association between a context, a conditioned stimulus (CS), and an unconditioned stimulus (US) (Alvarez et al., 2008; Lang et al., 2009 ). The hippocampus mediates object-context information processing both in humans (Sadeh et al., 2012) and rodents (Goh and Manahan-Vaughan, 2013a, b) . It is likely that the hippocampus mediates both context-specific components to learning about the relationship of the CS and the US and may mediate context-dependent extinction learning and renewal (Corcoran et al., 2005; Maren, 2005, 2008; Koseki et al., 2009; Fujiwara et al., 2012; Lengersdorf et al., 2014; Wiescholleck et al., 2014) .
MGlu5 contributes to context-specific spatial learning (Goh and Manahan-Vaughan, 2013b) . Here, we examined the role of mGlu5 in context-dependent extinction learning when the context remains constant, or when extinction is facilitated by a context change. We observed that antagonism of mGlu5 prevents extinction of the learned context, although it does not affect the facilitation of extinction that occurs owing to a context change. This suggests that mGlu5 is intrinsically involved in information modification when the hippocampus registers that previously salient information is no longer relevant. Under these circumstances, changing the context elicits a transient suppression of the learned behavior but has no long-term influence on extinction learning. This indicates that modification of learned and consolidated information through extinction learning critically depends on mGlu5.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was carried out in accordance with the European Communities Council Directive of September 22, 2010 (2010/ 63/EU) for care of laboratory animals. All experiments were performed according to the guidelines of the German Animal Protection Law and were approved by the North RhineWestphalia State Authority (Bezirksamt, Arnsberg). All efforts were made to reduce the number of animals used.
Male Wistar rats (7-8 weeks old) were housed in groups of four and maintained on a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle. For the extinction task the animals were given sufficient food to maintain 85% of their free-feeding weight and ad libitum access to water. They were handled individually for 20 min/ day for 2 days before the behavioral tests started. Each group consisted of 13-15 rats.
Extinction Task
Extinction experiments were conducted in a T-maze that was composed of a starting box (25 cm 3 20 cm) that was separated from the main corridor (100 cm 3 20 cm) by a sliding door and two side corridors (40 cm 3 10 cm) positioned perpendicular to the other end of the main corridor (Fig. 1a) . The walls were 40 cm high. In each side corridor, 1 cm in front of the end wall and in the middle of the floor, a small round cup was placed, where a reward could be hidden.
The context of the maze was changeable by three aspects (Fig.  1a) : (1) exchanging the plastic floor of the maze-the floors had distinct visual patterns such as zebra stripes, checkered patterns, or geometric lines; (2) exchanging the odors-1 ml of almond or vanilla (food aroma, Dr. Oetker, Bielefeld, Germany) at the end of the two arms; and (3) exchanging the extra-maze cue cards (Din A5 white paper with a black cross or a black-filled square) that were positioned 40 cm above the end of the main corridor (Fig. 1) . To determine the influence of contextual cues on extinction, we tested one group in an AAA design, in which training and all of the extinction sessions were conducted in the same context. The second group was tested in an ABA renewal design, in which training was conducted in Context A while the extinction session was conducted in Context B. The final extinction Paradigm for context-dependent extinction in the T-maze. Animals were trained to choose a specific goal arm (e.g., left) in a T-maze that contained both visuospatial and olfactospatial cues. Specifically the floor of the maze contained a specific pattern, extramural cues were present, and the goal arms each contained a faint odor (e.g., vanilla) at the ends of the arms. In the "AAA' paradigm these contextual conditions were kept constant throughout. In the "ABA" paradigm" extinction learning was assessed in a context that contained a different floor pattern, different extramural cues, and a different odor in the goal arms. Animals underwent 3 days of acquisition comprising of 20 trials per day (D1-3). By Day 3, reward probability for correct arm choices was reduced to 25%. A correct choice level of 80% in the last 10 trials on Day 3 was deemed as the criterion for successful acquisition of the task. On Day 4 (D4) animals were either returned to the context in the absence of any reward (AAA paradigm) or were exposed to a new context (ABA paradigm, illustrated here, also unrewarded). On Day 5 (D5), animals were returned to the A context in the absence of reward. Here, renewal was expected in the first 10 trials, followed by extinction as the animals realized that no reward will be received.
session was conducted again in the training Context A to examine renewal of appetitive responses.
Two days before the beginning of the behavioral training, the rats were weighed and food availability was reduced to achieve 85% of the previously determined body weight. This weight was sustained until the end of the experiment.
Every day, each rat underwent a learning session consisting of 20 consecutive trials. The trial began when the door to the starting box was opened and the animal could enter the maze. It ended when the animal entered an arm of the T-maze or when 30 s had elapsed without arm entry. In each trial, the animals were expected to search for a food pellet placed at the end of a predetermined arm. From Day 1 through 3 reward probability was decreased stepwise from 100 to 25% to increase extinction resistance. Otherwise, testing contextual changes during repeated extinction trials would not have been possible. Concomitantly, the time allowed to reach the arm was decreased in a stepwise manner from 2 min to 30 s. Learning criterion was reached when the animal successfully entered the correct arm on eight of the last 10 trials on the first day. Between each trial, the maze was wiped with a wet sponge to mix the odor trail that the animal could have left behind. Between animals, the maze was cleaned with alcohol, rinsed with water, and dried. On Day 4, extinction learning was evaluated. Here, the rats were introduced in the T-maze for 20 trials during which the context (floor, odor, and cue card) was changed and no reward was present in any arm. On the last Day 5, renewal (RN) was assessed. Here, the animal was reintroduced to the original T-maze context for 20 trials with no food rewards.
Analysis of Decision Time
As the confidence of the animal increases during the gradual acquisition of the T-maze task, the time taken to make a decision which arm to choose can be expected to become reduced (Luce, 1986; Avila and Lin, 2014) . We assessed this by monitoring the time taken by the animal to move from the departure area in the T-maze to its arm of choice. We assessed this for every choice (not just correct choices). This was used to give us a measure of the confidence of the animal that it knew which arm to go to.
Drug Treatment
The negative allosteric mGlu5 modulator 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl) pyridine (MPEP; Tocris) was dissolved in 0.9% NaCl. MPEP or vehicle was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) according to body weight (10 mg/kg or an equivalent volume of vehicle: 10 ml/kg). MPEP or vehicle (0.9% NaCl) were given 30 min before commencement of the extinction session on Day 4 to ensure adequate time for the drug to reach the brain and to observe for any effect of the injection procedure.
Data Analysis
Correct answers were defined as trials in which the animals went first to the target arm. For analysis purpose, each 20-trial session was divided into 2 3 10 trials (first 10 and last 10 trials) in order to allow a better insight into progression of learning, extinction, and renewal. The time needed to reach the end of the first arm visited was calculated for each trial. For analysis purpose, each session was divided into four sets of five trials of which the times were averaged. Data were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated-measures including two within-subject factors (Day and Session) and two betweengroup factors (Treatment and Experimental Design) to assess for differences between control and MPEP-treated animals. Differences between trial blocks or between trials days of a specific group (control or MPEP-treated animals) were assessed using Bonferroni post hoc tests. Except where "ANOVA" is mentioned explicitly, all P values in the Results section correspond to values determined from the Bonferroni test. The level of significance was set at P < 0.05.
RESULTS

Significant Extinction Learning Occurs in a T-Maze Task, Using an AAA Paradigm
Extinction learning and extinction retrieval were tested in a context-dependent T-maze paradigm (Fig. 1) . During the first 3 days animals were trained to take a constant turn (e.g., left) in a T-maze that contained a specific floor pattern. Two sets of Antagonism of mGlu5 prevents extinction in the AAA paradigm. Animals underwent 20 contiguous trials per day of training in the AAA paradigm. Bar charts represent the percentage of correct arm choices in the first and second set of 10 trials on each test day. Animals participated in 3 days of acquisition training in the AAA paradigm, ending on Day 3 with a 25% reward probability. Control animals were treated with vehicle before reexposure to the context on Day 4, in the absence of reward. Here, by the second set of 10 trials no significant extinction was evident. Upon being returned to the same context on Day 5 (without reward) an initial recovery of the learned CS-US response was evident in the first set of 10 trials that was followed by significant extinction of the CS-US response. Treatment of animals with the mGlu5 antagonist, MPEP, before re-exposure to the A context in the absence of reward on Day 4 significantly impaired extinction learning. A return to the same context on Day 5 resulted in no significant difference in the level of correct choices (in the first 10 trials) compared to the last 10 trials on Day 4, but under these circumstances significant extinction became evident by the second set of trials. An asterisk indicates a significant effect of at least P < 0.01 between the trials indicated by the bar.
mGLU5 REGULATES EXTINCTION
contiguous 10 trials were conducted per day. Reward probability was systematically reduced in the first 3 training days. By Day 3 the reward probability was 25% and animals were expected to reach the criterion of 80% correct arm choices. A significant difference in performance was evident between Day 1 and Day 2, reflecting successful acquisition of the task (P < 0.001). No significant difference was evident in performance within the first and second 10 trial block on Day 3. At this point correct choice performance was close to 100% (Fig. 2) .
On Days 4 and 5 the animals were returned to the same context but received no reward. There was no difference between performance levels in the last 10 trials of Day 3 and the first 10 trials of the extinction day (Day 4) (P 5 0.89). But performance was significantly poorer, when the second 10 trials of Day 3 were compared to the last 10 trials on the first extinction day (P < 0.001). One day later animals were once more returned to the same context in the absence of reward. Here, performance declined further: although performance in the first 10 trials was equivalent to the (last 10 trials of the) day before (P 5 0.641), by the second set of trials performance was significantly poorer (P < 0.001) (Fig. 2) .
Thus, in control animals significant extinction occurred in this AAA paradigm: whereby A signifies the context and "AAA" signifies the A context on Days 1-3, Day 4, and Day 5.
Extinction in a T-Maze Task, Using an AAA Paradigm, Is Prevented by Antagonism of mGlu5
To assess the effects of mGlu5 receptor antagonism on extinction, animals were treated with MPEP before the extinction trials on Day 4, and performance was compared to animals that received vehicle on Day 4. Before this was done, we assessed that learning performance and behavior of the two animal groups was equivalent on the first 3 days of the experiment. Here, we confirmed that significant learning occurred in the animal groups between Day 1 and Day 2 (P < 0.001). No significant difference in the animals' performance was evident on Days 1, 2, or 3 when the two cohorts were compared [ANOVA: F(1.141, 29.666) 5 0.131; P 5 0.754].
In contrast to control animals, we observed that when animals were treated with MPEP (10 mg/kg, i.p.) before exposure to the "A" context on Day 4, no significant decline in correct choice performance was evident within the MPEP group (comparison of last 10 trials on Day 3 with first 10 trials of Day 4: P 5 0.461; first 10 trials of Day 4 versus last 10 trials of Day 4, P 5 0.07). Thus, extinction was impaired by prior treatment with an mGlu5 antagonist.
When we compared the performance of the vehicle-treated animals and the MPEP-treated animals during extinction learning (Day 4, first and second trial blocks) a significant difference was also evident [ANOVA: F(1, 26) 5 11.843; P 5 0.002], whereby extinction in the second trial block was poorer in MPEP-treated animals compared to controls (P < 0.05).
One day later (Day 5), when animals were returned to the same context in the absence of reward, and presumably little MPEP remained bound to mGlu5 receptors (Walker et al., 2001) , an extinction effect became apparent (comparison of last 10 trials on Day 4 with first 10 trials of Day 4: P < 0.01; first 10 trials of Day 5 versus last 10 trials of Day 5: P < 0.001). In contrast to the untreated group, the MPEP group showed a renewal effect during the first trial block on Day 5 (Fig. 2) (P < 0.01). The extinction effect was significantly poorer than that seen in controls however, as indicated by the data obtained in the second trial block on Day 5 ( A Context Change Reveals Improved Extinction in a T-Maze Task, Using an ABA Paradigm Extinction of, for example, fear memory, is typically facilitated by a context change (Bouton, 2004) . Here, we explored if a context change in the T-maze paradigm also facilitates extinction. The protocol was identical to that described above, Antagonism of mGlu5 selectively prevents extinction of the A context in the ABA paradigm, although extinction in the B context is unaffected. Animals underwent 20 contiguous trials per day of training in the ABA paradigm. Bar charts represent the percentage of correct arm choices in the first and second set of 10 trials on each test day. Animals participated in 3 days of acquisition training in the ABA paradigm, ending on Day 3 with a 25% reward probability. Control animals were treated with vehicle before exposure to the novel Context "B" on Day 4, in the absence of reward. Here, by the second set of 10 trials significant extinction was evident that was also significantly better than extinction learning under the same conditions in the "A" context. Upon being returned to the same context on Day 5 (without reward) an initial recovery of the learned CS-US response was evident in the first set of 10 trials that was followed by significant extinction of the CS-US response. Treatment of animals with the mGlu5 antagonist, MPEP, before novel exposure to the "B" context in the absence of reward on Day 4 had no effect on extinction learning. A return to the same context on Day 5 resulted in an initial recovery of the learned CS-US response (in the first 10 trials), but no extinction of the recovered response was evident, i.e., an inhibition of extinction learning of the "A" context occurred. An asterisk indicates a significant effect of at least P < 0.01 between the trials indicated by the bar.
with the only difference being that on Day 4 the floor pattern was changed, as were the odor reinforcements and extramural cues (B context, no reward). On Day 5, the animals were returned to the "A" context that they had experienced on Days 1-3, except here no reward was given.
In control animals, significant extinction occurred (on Day 4) under these conditions, which was significantly better than extinction effects in the AAA paradigm (Fig. 3) (P 5 0.046) . Performance in the second 10 trials on Day 4 was significantly poorer than in the first 10 trials (P > 0.001) in line with the occurrence of significant extinction. Re-exposure to Context A on Day 5 (unrewarded) revealed significant retrieval effects in the first 10 trials compared to the last 10 trials of Day 4 (P < 0.001). Extinction of this retrieval effect became evident during the second set of 10 trials (first versus second 10 trials, Day 5: P < 0.001).
Improvement of Extinction by a New Context (ABA Paradigm) is Unaffected by Antagonism of mGlu5, and Extinction of the Old Context is Impaired
Here, we explored if antagonism of mGlu5 affects extinction learning if exposure to Context A on Day 4 is replaced by a new floor context (B) (unrewarded). Despite treatment of animals with the mGlu5 antagonist, MPEP (10 mg/kg, i.p.) before exposure to the "B" context on Day 4, significant extinction occurred (Fig. 3) . Here, compared to vehicle-treated controls responses in the first 10 trials on Day 4 (P 5 0.642) and in the second set of 10 trials on Day 4 were equivalent (P 5 0.299). ANOVA of performance across the trial blocks on Day 4 also revealed no significant difference in vehicle and MPEP-treated animals [ANOVA: F(1,26) 5 0.818; P 5 0.375, first and second trial blocks]. Significant extinction was also evident if the first and second 10 trials within the MPEPtreated group were compared (P < 0.001).
Strikingly, although significant renewal occurred in the A context on Day 5 (Fig. 3) (P < 0.001, first 10 trials, Day 5 versus last 10 trials, Day 4), it was not followed by significant extinction (first 10 trials, Day 5 versus last 10 trials, Day 5, P 5 0.285). These data suggest that extinction in the new context (B) has no bearing on the inhibition of extinction in the old context (A) by mGlu5 antagonism.
The modulation by MPEP of extinction behavior in the AAA and ABA paradigms was significantly different. When we compared performance levels across trial blocks on Day 4 (extinction) in the presence of MPEP, a significant difference was evident between AAA and ABA groups [ANOVA, treatment 3 paradigm: F(1,28) 5 20.368; P > 0.001]. This difference was also evident when we compared overall performance in the ABA and AAA paradigms in MPEP-treated animals across Days 3-5 [ANOVA, days 3 treatment 3 paradigm: F(1,46) 5 12.568; P < 0.001] and when we compared performance relative to trial blocks over this period [ANOVA, trials 3 treatment 3 paradigm: F(1,46) 5 7.426; P 5 0.004]. Taken together, we conclude that antagonism of mGlu5 results in a significantly different extinction outcome when performance in the AAA and ABA conditions is compared.
Animal Behavior (Accuracy) Was Equivalent in Both Groups on Days 1-3, but Not on Days 3-5
In general, the performance (accuracy) levels of the vehicletreated and MPEP-treated animal groups were equivalent on Days 1-3 (the days before treatment) [ANOVA: F(1.299, 67.565) 5 0.27; P 5 0.666] (Fig. 3) reflecting a comparable learning performance in both treatment groups and paradigm. In both groups, a significant difference in the number of correct choices became evident when the performances on Day 3 were compared with performances on Days 4 and 5, in line with extinction learning having occurred (decrease of the number of correct answers/no. of arm visits) [ANOVA: F(1.701, 85.036) 5 42.639; P < 0.001, Bonferroni: P < 0.001 and P < 0. Antagonism of mGlu5 prevents the increase of decision time associated with the decrease of correct answers during extinction and renewal. Both graphs represent the amount of time that was needed to reach the end of an arm (both correct and incorrect choices) after the opening of the door. The ABA paradigm is represented in panel a and the AAA paradigm is represented in panel b. During the learning of the task, the time needed to reach the end of an arm steadily decreased while the correct answers increased, until a basal level of correct answers was reached on Day 3 that reflected animal reaching the 80% criterion of correct arm choices. Treatment with the mGlu5 antagonist, MPEP, before testing on Day 4 had no effect on decision time during extinction learning on Day 4, but it significantly reduced decision time on Day 5 compared to controls. This suggests that MPEP may elicit impaired consolidation of extinction learning on Day 4.
mGLU5 REGULATES EXTINCTION
Antagonism of mGlu5 Prevents the Increase of Decision Time Associated With the Decrease of Correct Answers During Extinction and Renewal
The time required to enter a goal arm can be regarded as decision time (Luce, 1986; Avila and Lin, 2014) . It reflects confidence in the knowledge of how to pursue the task successfully (Smith et al., 2003) . Typically, as control animals begin to acquire the task the time required to make a decision decreases as the number of correct choices increases (Fig. 4) [ANOVA: F(11, 583) 5 46.01; P < 0.001]. During extinction learning, decision time increases in conjunction with an attrition in the number of correct arm choices. During renewal (Day 5) decision time continues to increase (Fig. 4a) in the ABA condition even though renewal occurs (Fig. 3) . In the AAA condition extinction learning on Days 4 and 5 was accompanied by a steady increase in the decision time (Fig.  4b) .
Antagonism of mGlu5 using MPEP before extinction had no effect on the increase in decision time on Day 4 (Fig. 4) , neither in the ABA (Fig. 4a) or AAA (Fig. 4b ) paradigm [ANOVA: F(3,153) 5 0.68; P 5 0.56]. However in the ABA paradigm, it significantly prevented the increase of decision time in the renewal state compared to control animals (Fig. 4a) in the AAA paradigm [ANOVA: F(1, 25) 5 3.98; P 5 0.05]. Thus, treatment with MPEP increased the choice-making confidence of the animals. This suggests that consolidation of the extinction experience was impaired by MPEP treatment.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we observed that although extinction learning of an appetitive task within an unchanged context (AAA) significantly occurs, it is improved by a context change (ABA). Furthermore, we observed that antagonism of the mGlu receptor, mGlu5, significantly prevents extinction in the AAA paradigm. In contrast, mGlu5 antagonism does not alter improved extinction learning in the "B" context of the ABA paradigm but significantly impairs subsequent extinction following renewal of the conditioned response in the "A" context. These data suggest that mGlu5 is intrinsically involved in contextdependent extinction learning, whereby, its contribution pertains to extinction learning of a conditioned response, rather than to mechanisms that underlie facilitated extinction due to a context change. Fontanez-Nuin et al. (2010) reported that although intraperitoneal MPEP injection in rats before extinction learning of conditioned fear had no effect on extinction acquisition, it impaired extinction retrieval on the following day. In subsequent experiments, they showed that local injections of MPEP into the infralimbic component of the prefrontal cortex revealed a similar, albeit less pronounced pattern of results. On the basis of behavioral and electrophysiological results, Fontanez-Nuin et al. (2011) concluded that mGlu5-mediated infralimbic burst firing is a constituent of the consolidation of extinction learning but that further nonprefrontal neural entities must also act synergistically via mGlu5. Several strands of evidence make it likely that the hippocampus is one of these entities. First, alterations of hippocampal activity can alter extinction learning (Corcoran et al., 2005; de Carvalho et al., 2013; Psotta et al., 2013) . Second, extinction learning is accompanied by changes of theta oscillation coupling between the hippocampus, the amygdala, and the prefrontal cortex (Lesting et al., 2011) . Third, contextual extinction learning is accompanied by hippocampal activation and the amount of this activity is predictive for the extent of the subsequent renewal effect (Lissek et al., 2013) . Fourth, hippocampal inactivation during the acquisition of extinction results in low extinction retrieval rates (Corcoran et al., 2005; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011) . Fifth, the hippocampus plays an essential role in all kinds of context-dependent conditioning tasks (Bouton et al., 2006; Hobin et al., 2006; Ji and Maren, 2008; Milad and Quirk, 2012) . Thus, we are inclined to believe that at least a part of the effects observed in this study were mediated by the hippocampus. This contribution is possibly timedependent, as the hippocampus contribution to context-related acquisition of fear conditioning decreases over time (Marschner et al., 2008) .
Nonetheless, other structures are likely to have contributed to the acquisition of the task and may have been affected by the antagonism of mGlu5. The striatum is particularly interesting in this regard, as it is not only involved in the extinction of operant conditioning, fear conditioning, and drug addiction (Ichikawa et al., 2004; Raczka et al., 2011; Schwabe and Wolf, 2011; Rodriguez-Romaguera et al., 2012; Knackstedt et al., 2014) but also believed to contribute increasingly to a spatial task when it transitions from being unfamiliar to familiar, and thus includes more procedural components (Chang and Gold, 2003) . However, other studies reported that during learning and extinction (transfer of the reward to the other arm) of a procedural memory task in a T-maze, where performance was rewarded to 100% in all trials, the striatum showed neuronal activation only during initial learning or initiation of extinction (Rueda-Orozco et al., 2008) , suggesting that the striatum becomes active only when new motor or procedural learning needs to take place. MGlu5 receptors are expressed in the striatum (Shigemoto, 1993; Romano et al., 1996; Tallaksen-Greene et al, 1998) . Thus, these data suggest that the striatum could also have contributed to the changes in learning behavior we observed after mGlu5 antagonism. If these changes were decisive, we would have expected to see equivalent alterations in correct choice performance in the AAA and ABA contexts, as both demanded identical motor and procedural adaptation. This was not the case however. Packard and McGaugh (1996) reported that under conditions of overtraining in a cross-maze, the initial strategy of place learning mediated by the hippocampus shifts to a strategy of response learning mediated by the caudate nucleus. In other words, the hippocampus is no longer involved in this kind of information processing. Although we cannot entirely exclude that a procedural strategy contributed to the acquisition of the task in this study, it is unlikely that overtraining occurred. The performance criterion (of 80% correct choices) was reached by the second trial block on Day 1 and was sustained through the second trial block on Day 3. However, reward probability was systematically reduced in our study from 100% during the first 10 trials on Day 1 to 25% by the end of the 3-day training period. On Day 4, extinction learning was tested. In the study by Packard and McGaugh (1996) , a shift away from hippocampus-dependent information processing first became evident after 15 days of training. Furthermore, no change in reward probability was implemented.
To examine context-dependent extinction learning under nonaversive conditions, we used a T-maze paradigm that implemented low reward probability with context dependency in the acquisition phase. The context comprised a specific floor pattern that was reinforced by a faint odor that was located at the ends of the goal arms and constant extramural cues. When the context was changed, the odor, the floor pattern, and the extramural cues were distinct from the original context. This strategy was chosen because we have observed in the past that visuospatial and olfactospatial information serve as potent cues for both spatial learning, hippocampal synaptic plasticity, and place field formation (Kemp and Manahan-Vaughan, 2007; Andr e and Manahan-Vaughan, 2013; Zhang and ManahanVaughan, 2014) . We observed that although extinction learning in the A context (AAA, in the absence of food reward) was effective and significant, it was greatly improved by a context change (ABA). This is in line with findings by others in humans that the hippocampus exhibits a higher degree of activation in ABA trials when compared with AAA trials (Lissek et al., 2013) .
We observed that antagonism of mGlu5 prevented extinction learning in the AAA context. Extinction occurred only when the animals were returned to the T-maze in the AAA paradigm on Day 5, by which time little MPEP would be expected to have remained bound to mGlu5 receptors: reversal of hyperalgesia by high systemic doses of MPEP wear off within 24 h (Walker et al., 2001) in line with effective metabolism of the ligand in this period. MGlu5 is important for the acquisition and stabilization of long-term memory (Rodrigues et al., 2002; Naie and Manahan-Vaughan, 2004) , but application of an antagonist of mGlu5 receptors after memory consolidation has occurred has no effect on the previously formed memory trace (Rodrigues et al., 2002) . In the present circumstances, however, a revision of the previously formed memory was expected to occur in the form of a detectable suppression of the conditioned response. This failed to occur in the presence of the mGlu5 antagonist. This suggests that mGlu5 contributes to the mechanisms underlying extinction learning. Interestingly, it has been reported that mGlu5 is not required for extinction of fear conditioning in a foot shock paradigm (Simonyi et al., 2007) . However, in the latter study, renewal effects were not examined, and several days of repeated exposure to the paradigm in the absence of foot shock were necessary to detect an extinction effect in controls. Furthermore, the mGlu5 antagonist applied after the first extinction trial, which makes the approach and the outcome hard to compare with ours. It may however be the case that different mechanisms may underlie contextdependent extinction learning under nonaversive and aversive conditions.
Extinction learning proceeded very fast in the "B" context, both for MPEP-treated animals and controls. This is possibly due to Context "A" becoming excitatory when being associated with reward (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . During extinction, the Context "B" possibly became inhibitory, as it is associated with nonreward. Therefore, extinction in the old "A" context developed much slower as the excitatory context is still present, although reinforcement is no longer delivered (Parades-Olay and Rosas, 1999) . Renewal refers to the recovery of a previously learned response that was suppressed during extinction learning (Bouton and Bolles, 1979) . This is particularly evident in the ABA paradigm (Bouton and Bolles, 1979; Bouton, 2004) , as was also seen in our study. The renewal effect indicates that an extinguished (CS-US) response has not been erased or forgotten, but rather a new competing association between the CS and US is learned, which in turn can be neglected in favor of the old CS-US response, if the animal is returned to the context in which this was learned, or given cues to help retrieve this memory (Myers and Davis, 2002; Bouton, 2004) . Interestingly, we observed that antagonism of mGlu5 had no effect on extinction learning in the "B" context. A similar observation was made with regard to contextdependent extinction of fear conditioning (Toth et al., 2012) .
The finding that mGlu5 antagonism differentiates between extinction learning of the conditioned response in the "A" context, and extinction in learning in the "B" context is intriguing. One possible interpretation is that the switch to the "B" context caused a significant, though not complete, generalization decrement (Capaldi, 1967 (Capaldi, , 1994 , which would explain the lower response levels in the ABA group during extinction compared to the AAA group. The generalization decrement could have been strong enough to make it difficult to detect an effect of mGlu5 antagonism in the ABA group, but there might have been sufficient generalization of extinction learning back to Context A to influence performance there during the renewal test. There is, however, good reason to assume that extinction may involve new learning (Daly, 1974; Mauk and Ohyama, 2004) and with regard to other hippocampus-dependent learning forms, mGlu5 is particularly important for the long-term stability of new memories, as determined by cognitive (Manahan-Vaughan and Braunewell, 2005; Naie and ManahanVaughan, 2004 ) and cellular (Naie and Manahan-Vaughan, 2004; Goh and Manahan-Vaughan, 2013b; Zhang and Manahan-Vaughan, 2014) analysis. The observations of this study are in line with this, and suggest that rapid learning within the 20 trials of exposure to the B paradigm during extinction testing is wholly unaffected by mGlu5 antagonism. Regardless of whether a new context was presented on Day 4 during extinction learning (ABA) or not (AAA), mGlu5 antagonism prevented extinction of the response learned in A. This is an important finding. It suggests that manipulations of mGLU5 REGULATES EXTINCTIONmGlu5 could be used to specifically target extinction learning. It also adds to evidence that extinction learning in a novel context has no impact on the original learned CS-US response, rather it generates competition presumably through providing a new more salient learned response based on the altered context. Our data suggest that this process may be mechanistically distinct to the processes that underlined the acquisition of the original CS-US response. This finding also provides interesting correlates to disorders that involve mGlu5 dysfunction. Indeed, in patients who suffer from fragile X syndrome, enhanced cerebellum-dependent extinction has been reported (Smit et al., 2008) . In fragile X syndrome, excess signaling by mGlu5 has been reported (Hays et al., 2011) and increased mGlu5 expression in the brains of fragile X patients has been described (Lohith et al., 2013) .
In conclusion, we report here that mGlu5 is required for extinction learning. Although learning of a new context is unaffected by mGlu5 antagonism, extinction of the consolidated context is impaired. This suggests that acquisition of and extinction learning of the CS-US may require distinct cellular processes, and supports that mGlu5 is intrinsically involved in enabling learning that once-relevant information is no longer valid.
